
No delivery drivers? No problem.

Dispatch local drivers through an on-demand

network to service any delivery order - whether

placed online or through the phone.

Restaurants need to adapt

With COVID-19 we are seeing a massive impact

on the restaurant community and growing guest

demand for takeout and delivery. Restaurants

must adapt quickly and Toast is here to help you

service any delivery order* - whether placed

online or through the phone.

Provide safer, contactless delivery options.

Say goodbye to high, unpredictable
commissions.

Own your guest relationship & capture
guest data.

We are currently offering Toast Delivery Services to all

existing Toast POS customers to service any delivery

orders* placed through your website or phone lines.

On demand delivery networks to help
your business adapt. 

Toast Delivery Services   allows you to dispatch local drivers

through an on-demand network so you can keep your

communities fed and revenue coming in.

What is Toast Delivery Services?

Why Toast Delivery Services?

Who is Toast Delivery Services for?

What can Toast Delivery do for me?

Provide safer, contactless delivery options

Offer delivery without having to hire your own

drivers - whether placed online or on the phone.

Local drivers are located and dispatched

automatically once the order is placed.

Provide an experience that’s integrated seamlessly

with Toast Online Ordering and Toast TakeOut.

GET STARTED TODAY!

TM

*Must be within service area and available delivery range specific to Toast’s delivery network partners.

"This is amazing! I can save 15% on every

order and keep all the data? I am going to

cancel my [other programs] and tell my

customers that the only option for

delivery is through our website."

TOAST DELIVERY SERVICES CUSTOMER

Say goodbye to high, unpredictable commissions

Maintain margins by paying one flat service fee per

order, not a % of sales.

Adjust delivery fees and minimum ticket sizes to

pass some or all of the costs on to the guest.

Access reporting and analytics within Toast.

Allow your guests to to schedule and order directly

from your website instead of third-party sites.

Boost sales and drive repeat visits by meeting guest

demand for delivery.

Orders are placed, processed, and paid for within

your Toast system.

Own your guest relationship and capture guest data

The last thing you need during these
unpredictable times is unpredictable commissions.


